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The range of mobile computing applications comprises location-based services, sensor networks,
and ad hoc networking. Middleware for these applications must effectively support the interaction of
a priori anonymous entities, support timely decoupled processing, and mediate between potentially
millions of mobile clients. These requirements are hard to achieve with traditional client/server
middleware systems. We argue that the publish/subscribe paradigm effectively addresses many of
the challenges raised by emerging mobile applications. In this paper, we give an overview of the
publish/subscribe paradigm, present a detailed analysis of mobile application requirements, and
discuss two proven implementations of this paradigm that address these requirements. We thus
show that the publish/subscribe paradigm may effectively address most of the challenges raised by
emerging mobile applications.

I.

Introduction

The proliferation of pervasive computing devices, the integration of network access technologies (mobile wireless,
wireline, and Internet), and the network enablement of
all kinds of devices has given rise to a new computing
paradigm, namely mobile computing. Broadly speaking,
this area can be further broken down through a simple taxonomy that distinguishes between the nature of device mobility and the nature of the network infrastructure deployed.
On the one hand, either the computing devices can be assumed stationary while on-line, but join and leave the network at different, physically distributed access points, or
the devices can move even while on-line. On the other
hand, either a fixed network infrastructure is deployed, or
no external network infrastructure is available at all. The
different combinations of these two dimensions characterize different kinds of mobile applications.
Information dissemination applications include applications such as stock, sports and news tickers, tourist, travel
and traffic information systems, and emergency notification
systems. Location-based services further correlate users’
interests with specific location information. While these
applications may fall back on a fixed network infrastructure, either a cellular wireless network, or the Internet; sensor network applications, such as environmental monitoring, often cannot assume such an infrastructure. Similarly,
there are situations, like networks set up for impromptu
meetings and networks to support disaster recovery operations, in which we cannot rely on any fixed network infrastructure.
Common to all of these applications is the need to continuously collect and integrate data distributed among a
large set of users, sites, and applications. The application
must filter and deliver relevant data to interested users and
components in a timely manner. More abstractly speaking,
in these scenarios the interacting mobile devices constitute
a priori unknown entities, there are potentially a very large
number of devices exchanging data, and the information

sources and sinks may not all be present in the network at
the same time.
The traditional request/response paradigm, widely advocated as the distributed computing paradigm of choice, is
not adequate to address these requirements. In this classical “pull-based” approach, a client, requiring instantaneous updates of information, would need to continuously
poll the information provider (i.e., the server), thus leading to server resource contention and network overload and
congestion. Moreover, in many mobile applications energy is a scarce resource and unnecessary information requests should be avoided. Finally, a pure pull-based solution does not support the high dinamicity of information
sources which characterizes the above scenarios, since new
sources can only be discovered by exhaustively searching
the network. This may be very demanding when the network is large, and is impossible in mobile and wireless environments where a continuous network access may not always be possible.
These requirements are driving the need for an information dissemination model that offers its users highly pertinent information on an as available basis through a “pushbased” approach. This can be supported extremely well
through the publish/subscribe paradigm. This paradigm is
a simple to use interaction model that consists of information providers, who publish events to the system, and of
information consumers, who subscribe to events of interest
within the system. The publish/subscribe system ensures
the timely notification of events to interested subscribers.
An event can be seen as a special message sent by an information provider and implicitly addressed to the set of information consumers which issued a subscription that matches
the event.
The information processing needs for these kind of applications are immense. The middleware platform operating them must filter information for potentially millions
of users, given their continuously changing location, their
changing profiles (i.e., the set of subscriptions they issued),
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and the static and dynamic information about the environment.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II characterizes publish/subscribe middleware technology. Section III analyzes the requirements of mobile computing
as they pertain to the publish/subscribe paradigm. Section IV describes the TOPSS research prototype that addresses some of the requirements outlined in the previous
section, namely the one related to the need of effectively filter data. Section V describes the JEDI research prototype,
which addresses other requirements, in particular scalability through distributed processing and support to mobile
components. Finally, Section VI sums up and outlines open
research problems.

II.

Publish/Subscribe Middleware: A
characterization

Applications that exploit a publish/subscribe middleware
are organized as a collection of autonomous components,
the clients, which interact by publishing event notifications
(often simply events) and by subscribing to the classes of
events they are interested in. A component of the architecture, the event dispatcher (or event broker), is responsible
for collecting subscriptions and forwarding events to subscribers.
Given the potential of this paradigm, the last few years
have seen the development of a large number of publish/subscribe middleware which differ along several dimensions1 . Among many others, two of these dimensions are
usually considered fundamental: the expressiveness of the
subscription language and the architecture of the event dispatcher.
The expressiveness of the subscription language draws
a line between subject-based systems, where subscriptions
identify only classes of events belonging to a given channel or subject, and content-based systems, where subscriptions contain expressions (called event patterns) that allow sophisticated matching on the event content. Subjectbased systems are simpler to implement, but are less flexible and expressive. In this paper we focus on publish/subscribe middleware providing a content-based subscription
language since they are the only ones that can provide the
required expressive power to filter millions of events for
million of users with different interests.
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Distributed publish/subscribe middleware.

more detailed comparisons see [1, 2, 3].

The architecture of the event dispatcher can be either
centralized or distributed. In the first case a single component act as event dispatcher, which potentially reduces
system scalability and introduces a single point of failure.
In the case of publish/subscribe middleware (see Figure 1)
which provide a distributed event dispatcher a set of interconnected dispatching servers2 cooperate in collecting subscriptions coming from clients and in routing events, with
the goals of reducing network load and increasing scalability. The overall topology of the distributed dispatcher
and the strategies adopted to route subscriptions and events
change from system to system. The TOPSS system presented in Section IV focuses on building and experimenting with a high-throughput oriented single, centralized dispatcher, while the JEDI system presented in Section V addresses research challenges in building and experimenting
with a distributed publish/subscribe architecture.

III.

Publish/subscribe middleware
for mobility and related work

The publish/subscribe communication and coordination
model is inherently asynchronous, because information providers and information consumers operate asynchronously through the mediation of the dispatcher; multipoint, because events are sent to all the interested components; anonymous, because the publisher need not know the
identity of subscribers, and vice versa; implicit, because the
set of event recipients is determined by the subscriptions,
rather than being explicitly chosen by the sender; and stateless, because events do not persist in the system, rather they
are sent only to those components that have subscribed before the event is published3.
In practice, the dispatcher implements a multicasting
mechanism that fully decouples information providers
from consumers. This provides three important effects that
makes publish/subscribe middleware a good candidate for
mobile computing. First, a component can operate in the
system without being aware of the existence of other components. The only knowledge required is the one about
the structure of the event notifications that are of interest,
in order for the component to issue the related subscriptions. For instance, a PDA could easily exploit a publish/subscribe approach to advertise its presence in a room
and retrieve the services available there. Second, it is always possible to plug a component in and out of the architecture without affecting the other components directly.
Third, the publish/subscribe communication and coordination model is better suited than traditional client/server
model to cope with unannounced disconnection of components, which characterizes mobile networks.
2 Unless otherwise stated, in the following we will refer to dispatching
servers simply as dispatchers, although the latter term refers more precisely to the whole distributed component in charge of dispatching events,
rather than to a specific server that is part of it.
3 The publish/subscribe paradigm is conceptually stateless and this differentiates it from other interaction paradigms like Linda [4] that are based
on a shared data-space. On the other hand some state has to be maintained
by the infrastructure to support special features like disconnected operations.
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As for the number of potential components that could
be involved in a widely distributed publish/subscribe application we may consider that, to date, there exist millions
of mobile wireless telecommunication service subscribers.
In many countries this number is larger than the number
of Internet/PC users [5]. A US mobile carrier, for example, is reported to have had 27 million subscribers in April
2000 [5] and on August 6, 2000, 18 months after the introduction of i-mode in Japan, the number of subscribers to
NTT DoCoMo’s i-mode service topped 10 million [6]. The
same rate of adoption is occurring with IEEE 802.11 devices, which result in a fastly growing adoption of wireless
LANs by several companies. All of these users could easily
become clients of a pervasive publish/subscribe service.
From these considerations it is possible to derive the expected requirements of a publish/subscribe middleware for
large mobile systems:




manage mobility of application components. In a mobile setting users move while working, the middleware
must take into account this behavior;



manage changes in the underlying network topology
that may occur in very dynamic settings like ad hoc
networking;



manage millions of information consumers and consequently millions of subscriptions;



manage a potentially very large number of information providers (in some cases comparable with the
numbers of information consumers);



propagate notifications for thousands of information
consumers simultaneously, which results in managing
large amounts of content sent to the system for filtering, e.g., prepare for filtering, transform, type-check
etc.;



manage high volatility of users’ interests (subscription
update, insertion, deletion);



process diverse content formats, ranging from topic
tagged blobs and attribute-value pairs to HTML and
XML marked-up data;



support heterogeneous notification channels (e-mail,
Internet-protocols, fax, phone, WAP, i-mode, ICQ
etc.);



support “approximate subscriptions” to enhance system flexibility by increasing the expressiveness of the
filtering language;



perform accounting functions, i.e., publisher accounting, subscriber accounting, and possibly incentivedriven reimbursement schemes and pricing models,
e.g., for advertisement and for e-coupon distribution;
perform security functions, like subscriber and publisher authentication, secure content distribution, e.g.,
not all subscribers may be allowed to receive all publications that match their subscriptions;

Unfortunately, currently available publish/subscribe
middleware have been designed for medium size, fixed
network environments and they do not take into account
dynamic reconfiguration of the network topology introduced by wireless networks. In particular, most of the currently available publish/subscribe middleware assume (1)
medium size networks (hundreds, not millions of components) and (2) that publishers and subscribers are stationary.
As for the first issue (i.e., scalability to million of components) the Toronto Publish/Subscribe System (TOPSS) [7]
(see Section IV) experiments with publish/subscribe middleware for mobile environments that can manage millions of subscriptions and process high events rates. Similarly, the LeSubscribe publish/subscribe system [8] caters
toward selective information dissemination applications
on the Internet and supports a user base approximating Internet-scale. Both systems are very efficient, stationary, centralized, publish/subscribe middleware brokers.
Other publish/subscribe middleware, such as TIBCO’s
TIB/Rendezvous, Siena [1], READY [9], Keryx [10],
Gryphon [11], Elvin4 [12] in its federated incarnation and
even JEDI [2] (see below) try to increase system scalability
by adopting a distributed dispatcher.
As for the second point (i.e., support of mobile clients),
two exceptions can be mentioned: JEDI [2], which will
be described in Section V and Elvin [12]. Current Elvin
implementation (4.0.3) does not support mobility, yet, but
some work has been done to support it [13]. In particular,
a “proxy” to the Elvin server is being developed to support
persistence of events to mobile clients that periodically disconnects. The most relevant limitation of this approach is
that each client has to reconnect to the same proxy it has
disconnected from. This means that if a clients moves from
a location to another “far” from the first, it cannot choose
the most closer proxy to reconnect, but it has to reconnect
to the original one, thus greatly increasing network load
and reducing system performance.

IV. Toronto Publish/Subscribe System
The Toronto Publish/Subscribe System (TOPSS) is a
high-throughput implementation of the content-based publish/subscribe paradigm. TOPSS aims at investigating
questions related to the design of middleware systems targeting distributed event-driven applications, like location
based services, sensor networks, and network management.
In this sense, event-driven applications are applications
that must manage and respond to sudden changes of state
in their environment of operation. The primary focus of
TOPSS lies on identifying the abstractions and their implementation required by the publish/subscribe middleware
systems to support these kind of applications. More abstractly speaking, the objective is to analyze the application
programming model of publish/subscribe systems and their
functional requirements under various application requirements.
Figure 2 shows the conceptual architecture of a selective
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Figure 2:

Integration of TOPSS with web server and application server.

information dissemination system as it may be deployed
on the Internet or for supporting location-based services in
mobile environments. For these application scenarios, user
profiles and subscriber interests are modeled as subscriptions and content to be disseminated is modeled as publications. The overall system is comprised of an extensible
publish/subscribe system matching engine kernel, a pervasive notification engine, and an application server. We refer
to the in Figure 2 depicted system as the TOPSS system.
The matching engine kernel is the core of the system,
it implements the matching algorithm for the subscription
language and publication model deployed. The kernel implements a minimal predicate language on top of which
various higher-level subscription languages are modeled.
The design and evaluation of the currently implemented
TOPSS matching kernel can be found in Ashayer et al. [7],
where it has been experimentally tested on workloads comprising up to 10 million subscriptions. The kernel is implemented in the C programming language and can be deployed as a stand-alone component, usable from any system that can link to C. The design of the minimal predicate
language is active research. The objective is to map higherlevel languages, such as Xpath-subscriptions and XMLpublications onto the minimal kernel.
A–TOPSS is the approximate matching-based TOPSS
research prototype that extends the kernel’s predicate language with a notion of approximate matching [14], Subscriptions no longer, either match, or do not match a given
event, but match an event to a certain degree. Location information in mobile environments is often inaccurate and
not continuously available, thus making means for approximately processing this information necessary. User profiles
or subscriptions that can express notions of vagueness are
also a convenient feature for many applications. The following depicts a sample subscription for a location-based
service that can be processed by A-TOPSS:
4

S :

(close to downtown Toronto) AND
(about 75 square meters in size) AND
(no more than $1000) AND
(close to major grocery shopping)
The pervasive notification engine is a Java-based component that supports a number of common transport protocols for subscriber notification. Our current implementation mostly targets Internet-based subscriber notification,
since this is the more accessible testbed for us. The notification engine receives as input from the application server a
notification request, that is comprised of a subscription ID,
an optional message, a protocol selector, and a subscriber
address. The challenge in building this engine consists in
designing a reliable high-performance notification protocol
for small payloads in the size of the notification request.
The application server ties the individual components
together. It manages subscriber and publisher registration,
keeps track of publication and subscription types, and orchestrates subscriber notification once a match has been established.
While the primary focus of TOPSS currently lies in supporting applications that need to centrally manage a large
number of subscriptions and process very high event rates,
a use of it as a broker component in a distributed publish/subscribe system is not precluded. Issues and challenges for this distributed scenario are addressed in the next
section.

V. JEDI and some possible extensions
Developed at Politecnico di Milano and Cefriel, JEDI [2]
(Java Event-based Distributed Infrastructure) focuses on
both the aspects of increasing system’s scalability and managing mobile users/clients.
To support the number of potential users that a pervasive
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publish/subscribe service could involve, JEDI provides a
distributed dispatcher (see Figure 3). A set of dispatching
servers, organized in a tree to simplify message routing, cooperate by collecting subscriptions and by routing events
based on these subscriptions. An application component
(i.e., a client of the publish/subscribe middleware) that has
to join the system is free of choosing one of these dispatching servers, joining it, and using it to subscribe and receive
event notifications. In particular, each dispatching server
holds a routing table that tracks the interests, in terms of
event patterns, of its clients and of the dispatching servers
directly connected
to it. When a client connected to a dis
patching server issues a new subscription, routing tables
are updated (if needed) such that any of the other dispatching servers
could route new events matching the subscrip
tion to , which in turns routes them to the client.
To support mobility, JEDI natively supports the disconnection and reconnection of application components to the
dispatching system. Clients of the distributed JEDI dispatcher can invoke the moveOut operation to disconnect
from the dispatching server they are connected to, change
location, and then invoke the moveIn operation to reconnect again, possibly through a different dispatching server.
Dispatching servers manage temporary storage of messages for the duration of the disconnection and coordinate
during the execution of moveIn to guarantee that messages are not duplicated and are received in a sequence that
respects causal ordering. This approach solves the problem
of managing mobility of clients but does not address neither the problem of managing mobility of servers (which
could be fundamental in a very dynamic setting like ad
hoc networking in which even servers are mobile components and the underlying network topology may change)
nor the problem of adapting the routing strategy to changes
in the pattern of communication which results from mobility. In particular, JEDI dispatching servers are organized
in a rather fixed tree (new dispatching servers can only be
added as leaves of this tree) and events are routed along this
tree to move from publishers to subscribers. It is not possible to dynamically change the topology of the dispatching
tree to cope with changes in the networking environment
(e.g., link breaks) or to changes in the overall workload,
e.g., by adding or removing dispatching servers at runtime.

ing servers to move.
A different approach has been described in [16] to adapt
the routing strategy to the changes in workload that comes
from mobility of clients. The basic idea is to use a different,
dynamically built dispatching tree for each event pattern.
This idea is not new and has been already adopted by some
multicast IP algorithms. In particular, we adapt the Core
Based Tree strategy [17] to the publish/subscribe paradigm.
We assume that dispatching servers are connected in a (possibly cyclic) graph and that each dispatching server knows
its neighbors and is able to communicate with them. As
usual in JEDI, we also assume that dispatching servers are
built on top of an IP network. When a client issue a subscription to its dispatching server (let us call it  ) this last
one checks if such subscription has been already issued. If
not, it updates its internal tables and broadcasts the subscription to all the other dispatching servers (cycles can be
avoided by checking if a message has not passed twice for
some dispatching server [1], or by exploiting a minimal
spanning tree that includes all dispatching servers). Each
dispatching server receiving the subscription updates its tables by storing the subscription information and a reference to  . Any further subscription equivalent to the one
propagated by A and issued in any point of the graph of
dispatching servers, is not broadcasted. Instead, it is sent
only to A. A has implicitly become the leader of a group of
subscribers. It manages the access of other subscribers to
the group and the distribution of group members in a tree.
When an event notification is published, if the originator is
not part of the corresponding group of subscribers, the notification is directly sent to the group leader (as pointed out
above, any dispatching server knows the group leaders for
all subscriptions). In turn, the group leader propagates it
to all its neighbors in the dispatching tree. If the originator
belongs to the group of subscribers, its dispatching server
can immediately initiate the propagation of the notification
along the dispatching tree.
When a dispatching server  wants to leave one of the
groups it belongs to, three cases are possible:

During the last two years some effort has been put to
overcome these limitations. As a first result, an algorithm [15] has been developed to manage link breaks in
a tree of dispatching servers. By implementing this algorithm, the topology of JEDI dispatching servers could be
easily adapted to changes in the networking environment
or to changes in the workload. Links among existing dispatching servers could be removed and added as needed (as
soon as the tree structure is kept) and even new dispatching servers could be easily added or existing dispatching
servers removed at runtime. Moreover, since this algorithm does not make any assumption about the way link
breaks, thus taking into consideration even unanticipated
link breaks, the same approach could be used to exploit
very extreme mobile scenarios in which the dispatching
system itself exploit wireless links, thus allowing dispatchMobile Computing and Communications Review, Volume 1, Number 2





 is a leaf of the dispatching tree. In this case it simply
communicates to its father in the dispatching tree that
it is leaving. This information is propagated up to the
group leader.




is an intermediate node in the dispatching tree. In
this case, it continues to be part of the dispatching tree
(i.e, it continues to route event notifications) until it
becomes a leaf (all its children leave the group), but
communicates to the leader its intention to leave the
group, so that the leader knows that it will not accept
any new dispatching server.

is the leader of the group. In this case it elects a

new leader and broadcasts a message to notify the entire graph of dispatching servers that the group has a
new leader. At this point,  acts either as a leaf or as
an intermediate node depending on its position in the
dispatching tree.

During group startup, leadership clashes may occur
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when two (or more) equivalent subscriptions are independently broadcasted by different dispatching servers in the
graph. This problem is solved by ensuring that the two
or more involved dispatching servers manage to coordinate
their dispatching trees. For the publishing nodes, all leaders are equivalent and can be contacted for propagating an
event notification.
The two approaches described above could be combined
to dynamically adapt the dispatching network to changes in
the workload that results from movement of clients and to
cope with mobile dispatching servers.
Dispatching
server

Dispatching
server

devices). To solve these issues adequate protocols to adapt
the routing schemas and to support disconnected operations
have to be put in place.
In this paper we described possible approaches to address these issues but a lot of work has still to be done to
further refine these approaches and to introduce them in
commercial products.
Further requirements identified in Section III and not addressed here are the ability of processing diverse content
formats, the ability of supporting heterogeneous notification channels, and the ability of performing acconting functions. Security is also an open issue for publish/subscribe
middleware. In particular, it is critical to support confidentiality of events given that the content of events has to
be available in some form to the event dispatcher to route
them.

Dispatching
server
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